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Synthetic Turf Sports Facilities – Minimising Infill 
Migration into the Environment 
For fifty years synthetic sports surfaces have been providing safe and hard-wearing playing 
areas that retain their appearance and condition and allow high levels of usage for play in 
comparison to natural turf facilities. The hard-wearing properties of these synthetic surfaces 
along with their consistent nature has allowed sports to be played at a much more intensive 
level with pitches being operated throughout the year. The impact on sport is that more people 
can use the surface, more often, allowing communities to enjoy more access to sport. The 
advent of 3G synthetic turf surfaces designed primarily for football and rugby to imitate natural 
turf and has led to a significant increase in the number of pitches in the UK. 

Most 3G synthetic surfaces contain a combination of stabilising infill (sand) and sports 
performance infill comprising polymeric (rubber and plastic) materials to achieve the required 
sports performance and therefore provide a suitable playing surface. The stabilising infill forms 
a base for the performance infill, which is designed to be semi-mobile to retain the required 
playing characteristics which is achieved through regular maintenance and dressing.  

Recent public concern around microplastics has involved the European Commission 
investigating methods to reduce materials being released into the environment. Due to the 
particle size and non-biodegradable nature of polymeric infill for synthetic sports surfaces, this 
was one of the specific materials identified in their research. The main concern is the migration 
of the infill from the playing surface to the wider environment during the use and maintenance 
of the pitch. To alleviate this concern, the synthetic surface industry has devised a series of 
alterative designs and enhanced working methods (installation, operation, maintenance, and 
disposal) to prevent the migration of infill into the environment. SAPCA has been working with 
the European Standards Committee (CEN) in the publication of CEN Technical Report 17519: 
Guidance on how to minimise infill dispersion into the environment, which highlights these 
best practice ideas into a single document (available from BSI). 

1 System designs 

Historically 3G surfaces consisted of 50mm or 60mm pile height carpets laid directly onto a 
base with a relatively low tuft density and a high proportion of polymeric infill to give the system 
the required performance for football and rugby. Due to the higher content of polymeric infill 
and the open nature of the carpet pile, it is often considered that these systems have a greater 
propensity for the infill to be mobile and therefore a higher chance that it could migrate into 
the environment. To combat this situation, and to minimise infill loss, manufacturers have 
designed different systems such as: 

• 60mm pile height carpets which incorporate a thatch zone comprising curly tufts to 
stabilise the infill. 

• Shorter pile carpets (40mm) with increased tuft densities which include the use of 
shockpads to give additional performance to the system. These systems incorporate 
a much lower quantity of polymeric infill which leads to a lower level of infill migration. 

• Products comprising curly or texturised yarns. 
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2 Facility designs 

There are many design features that can be incorporated into pitches to minimise infill being 
lost from the playing surface during use. Some of these are actual physical barriers and other 
have more subtle approaches which can be incorporated into the design of the pitch. 

Pitch Profile 

Pitches are often designed with gradient of up to 1% to aid the removal of surface water from 
the playing surface. Whilst it is important that the pitch drains sufficiently, the greater the slope, 
the more chance that infill can be carried to the lower perimeter of the pitch. Constructing a 
pitch with a gradient no greater than 0.5% can prevent the movement of infill in this way. 

Surface Drainage 

Surface drains on the pitch should contain silt traps to prevent infill washed into the drain 
entering the storm water drainage system. 

Containment barriers and enhanced perimeter detail  

The installation of physical barriers around the perimeter will clearly provide the best form of 
protection to minimise infill loss through use of the pitch or during maintenance work. Where 
the synthetic surfacing is laid up to the perimeter fencing then barriers of 500mm high are 
recommended to prevent infill being lifted and thrown into the surrounding environment. Where 
additional hard standing run offs are incorporated or spectator areas then 200mm timber 
boards or raised perimeter edgings are considered suitable. 

Field entrance points and boot cleaning stations 

All entrance points should incorporate a combination of decontamination grates and scraper 
mats which are the full width of the entrance point to ensure that all infill is collected. The 
grates should be recessed to collect infill and have suitable drainage and silt traps to allow 
water to pass away whilst still collecting the infill. Boot cleaning stations should also be 
installed at these points to ensure that all loose infill from boots and clothing can to retained 
within the perimeter of the pitch. 

3 Construction of the pitch 

Good construction site controls of the materials being used can often prevent the infill products 
dispersing into the environment during installation. By adopting the following working practices 
during the installation of the synthetic playing surface, it becomes much easier to prevent infill 
migrating into the surrounding environment: 

• Ensure that infill materials are supplied to site in suitable heavy–duty bags that are not 
damaged or open 

• Ensure materials are stored in secure compounds. 
• Open bags within the confines of the field and tip directly to installation equipment. 
• Ensure empty infill bags are collected and isolated ready for disposal. 
• Do not commence the installation of the infill until the perimeter is secure and the 

appropriate containment measures are operational. 
• Ensure that infill installation equipment and carpet brushes are thoroughly cleaned 

before leaving pitch. 
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4 Maintenance of the pitch 

During the use of the pitch the performance infill will be displaced and in order for the playing 
surface to remain in its optimum condition, regular brushing or drag matting of the surface is 
required. Regular brushing of the surface prevents compaction of the infill and will also 
maintain the appearance of the playing surface. The actual depth of performance infill within 
the playing surface will be specified by the manufacturer as will the type of brushing, and 
considerations to these methods should always be followed by those maintaining the facility. 
When undertaking maintenance of a pitch it is very important to ensure that the following 
practices are adopted: 

• Ensure that the infill depths within the surface are as specified by the manufacturer in 
their product datasheet. 

• Ensure that the infill is evenly distributed across the pitch and is it not allowed to 
accumulate around the perimeter. 

• Ensuring that all maintenance equipment is thoroughly cleaned so any infill is removed 
before the equipment leaves the pitch. 

• Ensure that all drainage silt traps are regularly checked and emptied to remain 
operational. 

• When using rotary brushes, adjust the brushing patterns to ensure infill is not flicked 
up and off the pitch. 

• Avoid the use leaf blowers near the perimeter of the pitch. 
• Only open bags of infill within the confines of the pitch. 
• Ensure that boot cleaning stations are cleaned frequently.  
• Ensure that boot cleaning stations are located on hard paved areas to allow the infill 

be collected for re-use.  
• Spare infill used for the localized topping up and periodic topdressing should be stored 

in a secure area contain the material. 
• Ensure that the pitch surface is not over filled to prevent excessive levels in infill.  

 

For further information on this subject please contact SAPCA at info@sapca.org.uk  
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5 Examples of Retaining Structures and Particle Traps 
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